Delineators

Guard Rail, Bridge Rail and
Concrete Barrier Solutions
In line with Main Roads banning metal fixtures on Guardrail, HyLyte’s Delineators are made from (1) injection molded impact
modified Nylon 6 and UV stabilized material (2) UV Protected PVC (3) UV Stabilized polymeric, which is fire retardant,
shatter proof and recyclable, making them a safer alternative to metal fixtures. The Nylon 6 delineators “have a memory”,
so bending or impact will not prevent their performance, the delineator will return to its original up-right position.

DGR-J (Joint 5) 5000sq mm Delineations Each Side
Using existing guardrail fittings, the Joint 5 mounts onto the joining bolt on top
of the guardrail. Supplied with 3M Diamond Grade tape or 85mm plastic cube
delineator, double sided red and white or single sided mono red or mono white.

DGR-J (Joint 10) 10,000sq mm Delineations Each Side
Using existing guardrail fittings, the Joint 10 is a larger model of the Joint 5
and mounts onto the joining bolt on top of the guradrail. Supplied with 3M
Diamond Grade tape or 85mm plastic cube delineator, double sided red and
white or single sided, mono red or mono white.

DGR-P10(Paddle 10) 10000sq mm Delineation Each Side.
Is a PVC Soft Impact Delineator made from 3mm UV stabilized PVC. Designed
for installation onto the C block of the guardrail, into existing pre drilled holes as
per main roads drawing #1487. The Paddle 10 comes supplied with nuts and
bolts required to fix in place. Supplied with 3M reflective tape double sided
red/white or single sided.

DGR-E5h (Elle 5h) 5000sq mm Delineation Each Side.
Is a PVC Soft Impact Delineator made from 3mm UV stabilized PVC. Designed
for installation on Precaste Concrete Barriers or Bridge Rails. Fixed with
adhesive i.e: Stickaflex or Silicon, the adhesive swells up and through the hole
(for concrete barrier) in the mounting base of the ELLE which forms a rivet
type hold when set. The ELLE for bridge rail has a slot that slips over the
existing bolt to clamp down. Supplied with 3M Retro Reflective Class 1
double sided red and white tape or single sided mono red or mono white.
(10,0000sq mm model also available).

DGR-B (Butterfly) 5000sq mm Delineation Each Side
Made from the very best monopoly extruded materials UV stabilized, fire
retardant, long wearing, will not shatter and is recyclable. The Triangular
extrusion in available in black or white. The Butterfly mounts in the “v” of the
Guards rail on to the existing bolt at the post with the head of the bolt holding
the Butterfly in place. Positioned snugly, it remains upright and protected
Supplied with 3M Reflective Class 1 double sided red and white. Also a
available with 3M Diamond Grade.

DGR-T (Twist) 5000sq mm Delieation Each Side
A soft impact delineator made from 3mm UV stabilized PVC. Designed to use
existing guardrail fittings, the Twist mounts behind the “w” barrier on the bolt,
inside the U channel space. The face of the “”U” channel locks it in an upright
position. Supplied with 3M Retro Reflective Class 1 double sided red and white
tape or single sided mono red or mono white. Also available with 3M Diamond
Grade.
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